BEEMACS Ignite for Road
Transportation Planning
and Carrier Collaboration
Move your current Transportation
Processes towards the Digital
Enterprise

The Challenge
Digitization is the key element and the basic requirement in the
game plan that companies must design to create a virtual
representation of their enterprise in the real world - a digital twin -.
This digital twin mirrors the real world and makes it possible to
recognize and monitor the supply chain. Digitization thus essentially
consists of recognizing the subject and object in question.
Managing your company's logistics and containing your freight costs
requires optimizing your transportation capabilities, including
equipment, resource utilization, routing and selection decisions for
your partner network. Your company requires tools to holistically
manage transportation with prescriptive excellence.
Even if you consider your logistics operations straightforward and
your company currently only uses SAP LE-TRA for freight cost
calculation and paperwork for shipping, or if you work in an
outsourced logistics model, SAP TM offers exactly what you are
looking for.

BEEMACS Ignite for Road Transportation
Planning and Carrier Collaboration

Move Transportation Planning into the
Digital Enterprise

The 16 Week Project Plan

Our Solution

Design
2
Realization
9

Define IT Design for Implementation
Create User Stories based on Business Requirements
Define Backlog
Configure Backlog
Define Test Scripts for User Acceptance Tests
Training
Integration Tests

Go-Live Prep
3

User Acceptance Tests
Set-up Productive System Environment
Go-Live

Hypercare
2

User Support after Go-Live

*Project timeline is based on SAP pre-defined best practice processes

Make the first step towards SAP S/4 HANA Supply Chain for
Transportation Management
SAP Transportation Management (SAP TM) efficiently manages the
physical movement of cargo throughout the entire supply chain. The
solution design of SAP TM has been architected and implemented in a
process and object oriented way; hence, you don't have to deal with
system complexity for non-complex scenarios. But - even when
implemented -, you can always alter, grow and "complicate" advanced
processes in a good way.
Combined with carrier collaboration, powered by the SAP Logistics
Business Networks (SAP LBN) platform, there is an opportunity to start
to establish a process-oriented, coordinated platform design connecting
co-related, current data pointers with a fast paced time to value. This
allows to implement the expected change in business processes right
now.
The introduction of a combined and strategic overall integrated and
platform-enabled innovation roadmap based on SAP's solutions, is
reflected in the architecture of SAP's Industry 4. Now vision.
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